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pi ng Methods.
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County: San Diego

Clayton Emsbach, Harry Moore, Tak Muto, H. J. Niedens,
E. G. Thornton, Dr. Harry Kohl, Jr. (U.C.L.A.)

June 19-26, I960 at Cornell University,

The San Diego cut flower industry depends to a large extent on
out-of-state shipments for marketing Its products. There is much
conjecture on the part of growers and shippers concerning oc
casional failure of flowers to arrive in peak condition and main
tain a normal keeping life at the eastern destination. This
project was devised to coincide with the time that the farm ad
visor was planning to be at Cornell University.

To receive, observe and evaluate the condition of flowers upon
arrival and following arrival at Cornell University when shipped
from Encinitas, California.

Six trial shipments by local growers and shippers at Encinitas
were air-freighted to arrive at Ithaca, Mew York, durlr? che week
of June 19 to June 26, i960. Shipments included compari-on of
containers, methods of packing, preconditioning of fI•>•»:?-s by the
grower or shipper, flowers cut at different stages of -uurity,
and various treatments to affect keeping life at Ithaca. Flowers
were graded daily to record their decline in keeping life.
Detailed procedure and results of each shipment follows.
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SHIPMENT #lA - Container Types •^Corrugated Paper Hamper

Type of.Flowersi Column Stock • white

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut 6/16 at Oxnard, bought off L. A. market 6/17, refrigerated overnight 6/17,
packed early 6/18, In shipment 6/18 and 6/19.

Treatments at Ithaca:
Unpacked 6/20, flrst graded 6/21 (6th day from harvest)
Al (36 fls.) stems recut and crushed, plain water, room temperature (80° F)
A2 (36 fls.) stems not recut and crushed, " " •» " "
Ale (36 fls.) stems recut and crushed, plain water, 40° for 2** hours, then room

temperature.

A2c (36 fls.) stems not recut and crushed, " " " " " " '» "

Results:

Box In excellent condition. Flowers In generally good condition when unpacked.
Stocks did not take water unless stems were crushed (Al vs. A2)
Cooling plus crushing stems (Ale) Is most effective for best keeping; however,
cooling only Increases life of flowers by the time cooled (Ale vs. Al)
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SHIPMENT #1 B • Container types - Styrene Hamper

Type of flowers: Column Stock - white

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut 6/16 at Oxnard, bought off L. A, market 6/17,
refrigerated overnight 6/17, packed early 6/18, in shipment 6/18 and 6/19.

Treatments at Ithaca

Unpacked 6/20, first graded 6/21 (6th day harvest)
31 (36 fls.) stems recut and crushed, plain water, room temperature (80° F)
B2 (36 fls,) stems not recut or crushed, " M " •• «•
Blc (36 fls.) stems recut and crushed, plain water, 40o F for 2k hours, then room
d-> t->tL £% \ temperature
BZc (3o fls.) stems not recut and crushed, " " " " " •• »«

Results

Box in excellent condition. Flowers In generally good condition when unpacked.
Stocks did not take water unless stems were crushed. (Bl vs. B2)
Cooling plus crushing stems (Blc) was most effective for best keeping; however,
cooling only Increases life of flowers by the time cooled (Blc vs. Bl)
No difference between keeping life of flowers in two types hampers. (//IB vs. //JA)

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SH.PMHNT m - Packin3 ,,ethods . lced Oox ((ce |n enrfs gt ^^^ ^^^
Type of Flowprc Carnations

Treatment by Shlgper:

^!rPr:m:i/t7,,6;ur[nS^gva^v;ffern!n -oo,e.r at ke° f^ ****** •>«*•< -/</, put in 31 Funt,l sh.pp.ng time, in shipment 6/18 and 6/19.
Treatments at Ithacar

A?nk:v^ir.-x%f\rst rded 6/21 (6th ^ '«•".-«,:)
Results:

p^^^^^nJTe f,ower heads b— —'»-«Cutting 5tems (A, vs. A2) resu.ted in I to * days ,on9er Keeping „fe.

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #28 - Packing Methods -, Cox with no \ce.

Type of Flowers: Carnations

Treatment by Shipper:
Flowers cut 6/17, put inQplain water at k6c F for 5 hours prior to packing, packed
at 3:30 p.m., held at 31 F until shipping time, in shipment 6/18 and 6/19, un
packed at Ithaca 3:00 p.m. 6/20, first graded 6/21 (5th day).

Treatments at Ithaca:

Bl (3 varieties - 196 fls.) stems recut, plain water, rocm temperature (80° F).
B2 (3 varieties - 19*+ fls.) stems not recut, " " " " "

Results:

Box In excellent condition - no crushing.
Flowers in as comparably good condition as #2A upon arrival.
Recutting stems (Bl vs. B2) resulted in I to Ij days longer keeping life.
Ho obvious difference in keeping ability of flowers shipped with no ice (#20) vs.

those wlth ice (#2A)
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MT «A - Condlt.on.ng P,ior t0 SH,pW„t - Iced Cox (,„ ln center)
lype of„nowers: Carnations

Treatment by Shi ope.r:

^ZSM^r^r^1 ('2 h°UrS) '" COO'Cr at *° Fin P'-i" water,
Treatments at Ithaca?
Unpacked 6/20, first graded 6/21 (5th day)
a v^rle'tlel g uV\ S 'T'' P,al" Wat*r> room temperature (80° F)v*. varieties 4y ris.j stems not recut, " " m n »

fig^^?iir-«s sr0; £,«- —
Kecutt.ng stens (a! vs. a2) resulted In 2days longer keeping life.

OAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #3A (Cont'd). Conditioning Prior to Shipment - Iced Box.
Type of Flowers; Carnations

Treatment by Shipper;
Flowers cut 6/17, treated overnight (12 hrs.) In cooler at *,0° F .• n u,a* .. •.u
preservative #2, In shipment 6/18 and 6/19. ' * "'th

Treatments at Ithaca;

unpacked o/20, first graded 6/21 (5th day).

b2 2varillL6! " fn VM ***** feCUt' p,a,n water' ro™ temperature (80° F)o^ u varieties - 50 fls.) stems not recut, " " •• n .,

Results:

Recuttino VtZl (bl VS':b2) r6SU,ted ,n 0n^ ] da* lon9er keeping life.k!!m I 11 ^f"^,^ Important if preservative is used.
Keeping life slightly better than cooler and plain water (al &a2)

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #3A (Cont'd.) Conditioning Prior to Shipment (Iced Dox)

Type of Flowers: Carnations

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut 6/17, treated overnight (12 hours) at room temperature (60-65° F) i
plain water,' in shipment 6/18 and 6/19*

Treatments at Ithaca:

UnpackecTS720, first graded 6/21 (5th day)
cl (2 varieties - 49 fls.) stems recut, plain water, room temperature (80 F),
c2 (2 varieties - 49 fls.) stems not recut, " " " " "

Results:

Recutting stems (cl vs c2) resulted in about 2 days longer keeping life.
Rate of downgrade was faster than where flowers were cooled overnight (al & a2)
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SHIPMENT #3A (Cont'd.) Conditioning Prior to Shipment - Iced Oox

Type of Flowers: Carnations

Treatments by Shipper:
Flowers cut 6/17, treated overnight (12 hours) at room temperature (60-65° F) in
water with preservative #2, In shipment 6/18 and 6/19.

Treatments at Ithaca:

Unpacked 6/20, first graded 6/21 (5th day)

d2 2llrllllll ' L* VM "StCmS reCUt' P,aln water' room temperature (80° F).<u {2 varieties - 48 fls.) - stems not recut, •' «• •• •• ••

Results:

veuJe'wL^d <dK VS; d2]^ad 2°.efreCt °" ,ncreasi"9 keeping life when preser-Sv«r.Si ^ping life of both recut and uncut stems was satisfactory and
(b and b2) f °WerS Were C00led and Preservative also used

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #3A (Cont'd,) Conditldnlng Prior to Shipment - Iced Oox

Recutting Stems vs. Not Recutting Stems (by recipient in East)

R- Stems recut at Ithaca, all treatments (al, bl, cl, dl)

N - Stems Not recut at Ithaca, all treatments (a2, b2, c2, &i)

Results:

Recuttlng stems at eastern destination results in about two days longer keeping

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #3A (Cont'd.) Conditioning Prior to Shipment - Iced Box

Cooling vs. Room Temperature (by shipper)

C - Flowers cooled overnight (12 hours) at k0° F prior to packing (a 4 b)

R - Flowers at room temperature (6O-650 F) overnight (12 hours) prior to packing
(c + d) .

Results:

Cooling overnight by shipper, as a single factor, had little or no effect (C vs. R)
on overall keeping life or rate of decline of flowers at eastern destination,

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #3A - Conditioning Prior to Shipment - Iced Box

SUMMARY OF FOUR TREATMENTS BY SHIPPER

Treatments by Shipper:

a - Cooler overnight (12 hours) at k0° F, plain water.
b - Cooler overnight (12 hours) at ^0° F. water with preservative #2.
c - Room temperature (12 hours) at 60-65° F, plain water.
d - Room temperature (12 hours) at 60-65° F, water with preservative #2.

Treatments at Ithaca:

All treated same - i each lot recut stems, i left uncut, all put in plain water
at room temperature (80° F).

Results:

The two treatments with flower preservative (b & d) by shipper resulted in about
2 days longer keeping life at eastern destination.

Cooling plus preservative (b) was little or'no better than preservative and room
temperature (d). It appears that preservative Is more effective than cooling.

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #3A (Cont'd.) Conditioning Prior to Shipment - Iced Box.

SUMMARY BEST VS. POOREST TREATMENTS

BEST

bl - Cooler overnight (12 hours) at k0° F, water with preservative #2 by shipper;
stems recut, plain water*, room temperature (80° F) at Ithaca.

POOREST

c2 -Room temperature overnight (12 hours) at 60-65° F, plain water by shipper;
stems not recut*, room temperature (80 F) at Ithaca.

* No preservative was used in this shipment at Ithaca.

DaenItS*
Recuttlng of stems at Ithaca probably caused greatest increase In keeping life.
Preservative plus cooling by shipper (bl) slightly better than cooling alone.
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? SHIPMENT #3B - Method of Packing,- Box not Iced.

Type of Flowers: Carnations

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut early a.m. 6/18,' graded, bunched and packed (flowers never in water) for
Immediate shipment; In shipment 6/18 and 6/19*

Treatments at Ithaca:

Unpacked 2:00 p.m. 6/20. First graded 6/21 (^th day from harvest).
al Stems recut, plain water, room temperature (80° F).
a2 Stems not recut, " »• " " "
bl Stems recut, water with preservative #2, room temperature (80° F).
b2 Stems not recut, '• " " " " "

Results:
Flowers In excellent condition on arrival, no difference observed when compared to

iced box.

Flowers kept as well as comparative treatments in iced box (#3B - al vs. #3A - cl).
(#3B - a2 vs. #3A - c2).

Preservative and stems not recut (b2) nearly as good as when stems were cut and
plain water only used (al).

Use of preservative and cutting stems resulted in about 2 days longer keeping life
(bl) compared to when stems were not recut and put in plain water (a2).

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT # **A - Methods of Packing - Iced Uox

Type of Flowers:- Carnations

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut 6/16, cooler kl° F for 2k hours (6/17), in shipment 6/18 and 6/19.

Treatment at Ithaca:

Unpacked 12:30 p.m. 6/20, first graded 6/21 (6th day).
al (k varieties - 100 fls.) Stems recut, plain water, room temperature (80° F)
a2 (k varieties - 100 fls.) Stems not recut " " " " »'

Results:

Bex in good condition. Moisture absorbed by pads In center of box - flowers not wet,
Recutting stems resulted in about two days longer keeping life.

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT tikb - Upright stock hamper with Ice in bottom.

Type of flowers: Carnations

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut 6/16, cooler 2k hours (6/17), in shipment 6/18 and 6/19.

Treatments at Ithaca:

Unpacked 12:30 p.m. 6/20. First graded 6/21 (6th day).
bl stems recut, plain water, room temperature (80° F), water changed at 2k hours.
b2 . n " , water with preservative #2, at room temperature for 2k hours, then

plain water.

b3 M " , plain water in cooler (A*0° F) for 2k hours, then fresh plain water
and room temperature,

b*» " " , water with preservative #2 in cooler (**0° F) for 2k hours, then
fresh plain water and room temperature (80° F),

Results:

Hamper badly watersoaked at bottom - bottom coming apart,
Flowers wet from water in box. Hamper probably placed on side.
All treatments very similar - all stems were recut.
Preservative and cooling had no effect on keeping life - apparently 2k hours of
each treatment was not sufficient to help flowers.

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #5A - Harvest Maturity - Iced Box

Type of Flowers: Carnations

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut a.m. 6/17* cooler and plain water 20 hrs, in shipment 6/18 and 6/19.
a - Tight bud with petals vertical.
b - Slightly fluted petals (1-li inches across top).
c - Petals at 120°-135° angle to stem,
d - Petals at 90° angle to stem.
e - Petals reflexed, full bloom.

Treatment at Ithaca:

Each maturity group was subdivided as follows:
al| bl, cl, dl, el - Stems recut, plain water, room temperature (80° F) .
a2, b2, c2, d2, e2 - Stems not recut, •' " »' " ••
a3, b3, c3, d3, e3 " Stems recut, water with preservative #2, room temp, (80 F).
Each treatment at Ithaca consisted of Ik flowers - 8 Red Sims, 8 Pink Sims,

8 V'hi te Sims
All stems recut and solutions changed on 6/25.
Flowers first graded 6/21 (5th day from harvest).

Results:

Box in good condition - paper pads had absorbed moisture from ice.
Flowers in excellent condition - all had developed slightly in shipment;
a was like b, b like c, and c, d, and e were similar in appearance.

Tight buds (a) did not open fully even with flower preservative in water and
recut stems.

Slightly fluted buds (b3) with stems recut and preservative §2 in water, opened
fully in about 3 days and had good keeping life for another k or 5 days.

Flower preservative is necessary to add keeping life to tight flowers that are
opened at destination.
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COMPARISON THREE TREATMENTS AT ITHACA
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SHIPMENT #6 - Chrysanthemum Buds for Maturing at Destination

Type of flowers: Standard Chrysanthemums - white

Treatment by Shipper:

Flowers cut 6/18, packed in box with no ice. Eight plus dozen barely filled 1/3
of flat-type box. In shipment 6/18 and 6/19.

Treatments at Ithaca:

Flowers remained at air temperature (about 80° F) at airport for 17 hours.
Unpacked at 4:30 p.m. 6/20. Twelve flowers per treatment.
Al Recut stems, plain water, 60° (night) greenhouse (days varied to 92° plus sun)
A2 " ," water with preservative #1, 60° (night) greenhouse.
A3 " " " • " preservative #2, 60° (night) greenhouse.
Bl " " plain water, room temperature Laboratory (80° F constant - no sun).
B2 " " water with preservative #1, room temperature laboratory.
B3 " n " •• preservative #2, '! »' '»
Stems recut again and all solutions changed 6/24, 6/28, 7/2.
First grade 6/22 (5th day from harvest.)
All buds averaged 1 to li inches in diameter on arrival at Ithaca.

Results:

Box in good condition. All flowers and foliage good - only slightly flaccid upon
arrival.

Stems in plain water (Al & Bl) took water poorly and flowers and leaves were
flaccid most of the time. Greenhouse group (Al) was worse than (01). Greenhouse
atmosphere Is more strenuous than laboratory for opening buds. Rete of opening
tends to be more rapid in greenhouse unless light and temperature become extreme.

B3 (preservative #2) performed best In the laboratory, the foliage appearing to be
greener and the flowers more lush; however, in the greenhouse when hlch tempera
ture and bright sun occurred, the treatment with preservative §2 (A3) ocPapsed
into a severe wilt as compared to A2 with preservative #1. Treatment A3 did
recover when cooler days followed.

Five to six days are required to open standard mum flowers. After opening, tfte
flowers had a keeping life of about 8 days, a total time from harvest of 18 days.
These flowers could have held up longer but a population of spider mites build up
over a weekend and caused the flowers to turn brown and collapse.
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SHIPMENT #6 (Cont'd.) Chrysanthemum Buds

COMPARISON OF TREATMENTS IN ROOM TEMPERATURE LAB (00° constant)

commercially salable

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SHIPMENT #6 (Cont'd.) Chrysanthemum Buds

AVERAGE OF GREENHOUSE TREATMENTS COMPARED TO AVERAGE OF LAD TREATMENTS.

A - GREENHOUSE

B-- LAB

4.5 .

DAYS FROM HARVEST
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SUMMARY:

*«.m wiw«nwirciriEii!*:w'*^jiia!ta»i^^<{fliMiwi>ttiHBwm

Although several techniques compared in these trials were not new the
purpose was to evaluate combinations of old and new methods for the
most satisfactory transfer of cut flowers from the grower to the ulti
mate consumer. All flowers shipped in these trials arrived in qood
condition. Since there was a wide variety of treatments involved it
might be assumed that if the merchandise is free from problems whin
shipped it will arrive at its destination in good condition de<V tc
methods employed. Results of these trials should therefore contribute
•to the preparation of healthy merchandise to perform at its greatest
keeping life potential and create maximum customer satisfaction.

Column Stocks

Observations - Crushing stems for 2or 3 inches at the bottom allowed
flowers and foliage to regain turgidity after shipment. Stems not
crushed remained flaccid whether refrigerated or left at room tempera-

'fC2° "3 st?c,ks f?r ^,h°"" after shipment did not decrease the
rate of decline of keeping life but delayed decline by 2k hours. There
Tnl Mf J'T0! ,n,fowr.C°nditi0n on arrivaI °r comparative keeping life of stocks shipped in corrugated or styrene-type hampers.

Conclusions -Column stocks are one of the most difficult types of cut
flowers to condition after shipment because of their inability to take
^fonin^r'"?:5^5 V 3inCheS fS the beSt treatment *»' con-1 a°>\ 9' ^00,ing '? advantageous for holding the flowers in abetter
condition after they have regained turgidity. The use of flower pre
servative might improve the conditioning process for stocks although
it was not tried In this trial. >-""uBn

Carnations

Observations - Recutting of stems at Ithaca increased keeping life
about two days with no other treatments involved.

Sav'„i?hPnri°ofht0 Sh',pment '"creased keeping life at Ithaca about one
day with no other treatments involved. Following shipment, carnations
with recu stems in plain water held well for 10 days at ki° F bu
duc^^bou^Mr^enr6"^" ^ ^^ f™ the C°°'er was re"
toefwoeH°f aCOmmerc'al f,ower Preservative increased keeping life one
l!h-£ nJt Wh?^ US6d Pr ?r ?° Shipment 0n,y °r following shipment a?Ithaca only There was little or no difference in keeping life be
tween recutting and not recutting stems at Ithaca when preservative
was used prior to shipment at Enclnitas. The use of preservative for
24 hours only fo lowing shipment, even if stems are recut, showed no
increase in keeping Iife. Where flowers remained in water with pre
servative, keeping life was increased. P

Icing of boxes did not appear to be necessary for carnations. Flowers
were cut early in the morning, given no water and were packed and
shipped immediately in abox with no ice. The keeping Iffe of these'-
flowers was equal to those that were given water prior to shipment
and packed in an iced box. srupment
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Ice placed in the ends of the box (at th* fir*,/,., k a \ ... _,
advantaqeous In thlc triJl\l\ , ilower heads) did not prove

S niffi;,/}??! «S..-r- «' - c-'nTwfrfancT5
dlfEE*!*!? W9S "f6 °f carnati°" b'o^s harvested and shipped at
Ml5r 2fd nofL matur,jy« Very tight buds (petals vertical f om

SSH.«%7: iK's^u2=,;i"i 2\est
nfgh a fa* F°to^ P°f ^ 9r0Wfr °r ShiPPer t0 c°°' lowers over-
£ft slv. Pd n'uV: rb:: ^heerbprrrvatr rthese
"K«in^.ft.fft^ fU"y «"""•«-. "old them in^re-

K£S ?c"ed ?nt^f,^era;st?oenbePafk'n?h?nd-fiPPin9 ^'^cou,dfdetermine w^^ner^s hed^a ' ~sb^rop^ ^'T^
«ng after shipment bv rerutt-rrw, **,> 5 possiDie. Proper condition-

would assure C.^ur^h^hS.n^'^lr PreSerVat'"Ve
^^Eg ^ertn^si^oifa^f^^^ '-'"?!"9 ^

waV'f. Mng^'£, H^Uon6^^^""J,5hi<^ °' carnations
Logically, the grower wou d benefit bv cuttinn «•:«!,♦. £.
regular, schedule- m h* rn,u V c,utt,n9 tighter flowers on a

stt^rsii^;~SHC
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